


December 5, 2014

It’s a chilly, misty, foggy December day in Grinnell, Iowa, 

where I’m now an Assistant Professor of  Music at Grinnell College 

after three years in Guelph as an ICASP Postdoctoral Research 

Fellow and sessional lecturer for the music department. I’m 

looking out of  my office window in the Midwestern U.S., thinking 

about a park in Guelph on a day that initially felt similarly damp, 

dreary, and generally inhospitable a little over two years ago. I’ve 

been watching Nick Loess’s video of  The Share, the first time I’ve 

seen or heard anything from that event on October 13, 2012 – the 

weekend after Thanksgiving – and finding myself  unexpectedly 

tearing up as I watch faces and listen to sounds that still feel 

so close, even at a remove of  two years and 1200 kilometres. 

Now I should admit, I’ve spent several sleepless nights during 

the past week catching up on grading and other administrative 

jobs – among the more mundane aspects of  life at a university 

– so perhaps I’m feeling a little more weary and vulnerable than 

usual. But really, even at this distance – perhaps especially at this 
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distance – I remain viscerally aware of  how moving The Share 

was for me, as I imagine it was for all of  the participants. With 

his lens and microphone standing in for all of  our eyes and ears as 

we sang “The Boll Weevil Song” with three generations of  Tania 

Gill’s family (her mother, Judy, visiting from Victoria, and her 

son Roy, trucked in from Toronto) and his video edits mirroring 

our sense of  surprise and joy as we moved from spotting Joe 

Sorbara and his daughter Victoria playing drums together under 

a tree to stumbling into the middle of  a stroller parade featuring 

a brigade of  dancing, baby-wearing moms accompanied by Dave 

Clark’s Woodshed Orchestra, Nick’s film poignantly captures the 

beautiful, intimate, generous spirit of  The Share.

 

Maybe my sense of  vulnerability as I watched the film 

comes from that spirit, because The Share was really an exercise 

in vulnerability, empathy, and trust. I remember how nervous 

Tania’s mother was about singing in front of  people; how anxious 

Tori Sorbara felt about performing publicly on her accordion; 

indeed, how I tried to mask my own physical and emotional 

discomfort with the prospect of  dancing on a veranda with 

Lynette Segal, Eden and Isabel Segal-Grossman, and a bunch 

of  other little kids who clearly had way more nerve than I did. 

I also remember how fleeting that anxiety was, because for all 

of  the things that The Share was, the one thing that it was not 

was a performance. It was a gathering with no beginnings and 

no endings; a meandering, improvised route without a map; a 

tapestry of  music and movement with no hushed silences, no 

conclusive applause, no hard edges. As we sang and danced with 

each other and for each other, our shared vulnerabilities created 

a profound sense of  intimacy, weaving everyone in the park 

together into a community.

After all, that’s what sharing does, what sharing is: 

by sharing dance, music, fear, laughter, and in one memorable 

instance, pizza, our individual anxieties and vulnerabilities 

were lifted from the one and dispersed among the many. The 

fears associated with performance immediately stop feeling so 

crushingly real in the moment when the performer realizes that 

she or he isn’t performing; she or he isn’t the fulcrum and focal 

point of  a singular, fixed event, but is rather just one point in 

a constellation engaged in a cyclical process of  reciprocity – 

of  giving and of  giving back. Of  course, there were several 

nodes in the constellation that assumed a greater degree of  the 

burden: Scott Thomson and Susanna Hood, of  course, who set 

the process in motion and then let go and assumed their places 

within it; Shawn Van Sluys and his colleagues at Musagetes, 

who contributed crucial energy and resources to help facilitate 

Scott and Susanna’s goals; and the visionary Ajay Heble, who 

dreamed up the impossible, beautiful scenario of  an “improviser 

in residence” to begin with. 

 
It’s easy to become cynical about the state of  post-

secondary education today, and not only in Ontario. I feel very 

fortunate to have found a new home for myself  in Iowa, and all of  

the relative stability that comes with a tenure-track position at an 

excellent school in a wonderful town with tremendously engaging, 

supportive colleagues. At the same time, I am very conscious of  

my many friends who feel trapped in the zero-sum game of  adjunct 

contracts, or who feel oppressed by the institutional rhetoric of  

budget austerity, or who are reminded daily by politicians and 

journalists and administrators that the arts and the humanities 

may no longer have a place in higher education because they 

don’t yield obvious career paths for graduates. But as academics 



and artists all across North America wade through this morass 

of  negativity that is forever imposing on us to lower our sights, 

tighten our belts, and dream smaller, a happening like The Share 

reminds us of  what a university can do, and what a university 

should be. In the afterglow of  Thanksgiving, when the fiery reds 

and yellows in the trees at Exhibition Park were beginning to fade 

for the season, we built a community together. And while the fear, 

anxiety, and negativity were fleeting, the community endures. 

Even at my current remove of  two years and many miles, I still 

feel a part of  it. I’m certain that the people who shared with me 

on that day still feel it too.

Nomads

Scott Thomson and Susanna Hood in Guelph

David Lee

The performing artist as nomad is the rule rather than the 

exception. Perhaps more than others, the improvising performer 

is particularly drawn into a nomadic lifestyle, as he or she 

develops an affinity for chance encounters, although it is useful 

to remember that, in English, the word “chance” means both 

uncertainty and opportunity. When opportunity calls, nomads 

pick up and go. Their lifestyle is one of  action, restless but not 

necessarily rootless or lonely. Perennial outsiders themselves, 

nomads of  necessity anticipate seeing new faces and making new 

contacts. They form social networks with others who, although 

geographically dispersed, share an openness to the new and the 

unexpected. We can look to the Tuareg of  North Africa, the 

Kazakhs of  Northwestern China, or the music of  the European 

Romani to see nomadic cultures that have much to offer in terms 

of  folkways, folklore, and music. 



In fact, British dancer/choreographer Vida Midgelow regards 

“nomadism” as not only a professional necessity, but an essential 

part of  the “genealogy” of  the improvising artist (Midgelow 2). 

She quotes feminist philosopher Rosi Braidotti on nomadism: 

“the kind of  critical consciousness that resists settling into socially 

coded modes of  thought and behavior […] It is the subversion of  

set conventions that defines the nomadic state, not the literal act 

of  traveling” (qtd. in Midgelow 2).

By this point in the early 21st century – the period in which 

Susanna Hood and Scott Thomson are fully coming into their 

own as improvising artists – the “set conventions” of  artistic 

practice have been subverted so repeatedly and relentlessly that 

to subvert them yet again tends to induce exhaustion rather 

than excitement. Indeed, the duo’s work is more notable for the 

seeming ease with which they span a breadth of  conventions; it is 

not the conventions they subvert, but the borders between them. 

Common to every facet of  their artistic practice – composition, 

improvisation, adaptation – is an enthusiasm and inclusivity 

that can be clearly heard and plainly seen. The Hood-Thomson 

tapestry stitches together their bountiful skills and identities: 

trombonist, singer, dancer, actor, site-specific composer, 

songwriter, and improvising artists. One way they do this is by 

turning a possible disadvantage – the distance and the border 

between their established Toronto roots and their new home 

in Montreal – into a new source of  energy. In a sense, they are 

turning nomadism into still more dynamism – as if  they didn’t 

have enough of  that already. 

At rest or in motion, Thomson-Hood cover a lot of  artistic 

territory. Susanna Hood occupies a unique improviser’s 

identity, both in dance and voice. Hood performs the work of  

many choreographers and composers, acts in film, and wins 

awards as dancer and choreographer; she is also founder and 

artistic director of  the interdisciplinary performance company 

hum (www.humdansoundart.ca). Scott Thomson is a working 

trombonist, the founder of  the important Toronto performance 

space Somewhere There, and a composer who in recent years 

has been increasingly commissioned to create “cartographic 

compositions” in which he uses space and movement to mount 

large-ensemble site-specific works (www.scottthomson.ca). 

Already dividing their time between Montreal and Toronto, during 

autumn 2012 Thomson and Hood found a third home base, under 

the auspices of  Musagetes and the Improvisation, Community, 

and Social Practice (ICASP) research project. For seven weeks 

they became artists-in-residence in Guelph, a small Ontario city 

which in recent years —thanks to Musagetes, ICASP, the Guelph 

Jazz Festival and a host of  sponsors and committed volunteers – 

has joined Toronto, Montreal, and Vancouver as a major 

Canadian centre of  improvisational research and performance.  

This was in itself  a new kind of  dynamism; it wasn’t a matter 

of  Hood and Thomson simply taking what they did into a 

new environment, it was a process of  joining a new milieu 

and incorporating its elements into their art. They arrived in 

Guelph for the flurry of  improvisational activity launched by 

the 2012 ICASP Summer Institute, segueing into the Guelph 

Jazz Festival and Colloquium. In just days, they played the 

http://www.humdansoundart.ca
http://www.scottthomson.ca


festival’s Nuit Blanche (Scott with his eight-piece Radiant Brass 

Ensemble, Susanna in her Basso Continuum with Rob Clutton 

and Nick Loess), a participatory music and dance event with the 

Woodshed Orchestra in and around Guelph’s Market Square, and 

a KidsAbility Parade Band at the River Run Centre. Thomson, 

noting that “increasingly that’s the work that I find I’m doing, my 

job: ‘Things I’ve never tried before,’” cites this last project as one 

in which the “built-in uncertainty of  the context” gave him some 

doubts (Thomson). With his and Susanna’s coaching, could the 

special-needs members of  the Kidsability group successfully open 

an Abdullah Ibrahim solo concert by parading into the concert 

hall and onstage, singing the pianist/composer’s Whoza Mtwana? 

Well, they did it; in fact, for Scott (and for others I’ve talked to) 

the result was a “magical, deeply inspiring” performance (Ibid).

From all accounts, in fact, the Guelph residency - culminating 

in a multi-generational, multidisciplinary outdoor performance, 

The Share, in mid-October – was inspiring for all concerned. 

Perhaps it is especially significant that such a residency, with 

its lattice of  unifying events, could happen in a time like this, 

when the infrastructure for improvised music (as for so much 

live performance) is being stretched ever-thinner. Perhaps the 

nomadic lifestyle is increasingly necessary in such a time, a time 

of  dwindling resources, as the music disappears from the mass-

media landscape, as its venues become more marginalized and as 

the attendance of  sizeable audiences becomes increasingly hard 

to predict.

Braidotti writes, “the figure of  the nomad […] allows us to 

think of  international dispersal of  ideas as forms of  resistance, 

as a way of  preserving ideas that may otherwise have been 

forgotten or destroyed: condemned to willful obliteration and 

collectively produced amnesia” (Braidotti 9). Two years after 

their Guelph residency, Scott Thomson and Susanna Hood 

crisscrossed Canada, presenting – from universities to urban 

theatres to country cafes – a total of  forty performances of  

their collaboration The Muted Note, a suite of  songs and dances 

based on poems by P.K. Page (1916-2010). Despite its wide range, 

their work tends to unify rather than disrupt. From a variety of  

sources, through a network of  collaborators, and across a range of  

performing sites and situations, Hood and Thomson have woven 

their own vital micro-culture, which has placed them firmly in 

the front ranks of  contemporary Canadian performing artists. 
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The Share  Sequence of  Performances 

2:00  Sugar Maple – Learn a song and sing along with the Woodshed Orchestra
2:05  Sugar Maple – Allison Everett, Skylar Everett, Gale Fleming
2:10  Norway Spruce – Victoria Sorbara-Parsons, Joe Sorbara
2:15  60 Kathleen St. – Janet Johnson, Catherine Bell, Lily Burpee, Rose                
         Burpee, Glenna Croft, Alex DesRochers, Elena Martin, Sophie Sharp,   
         Lynda Walters, Maryn Work
2:20  Norway Spruce – Diane Hurst, Nora Crete
2:25  Sugar Maple – Doreen Muir, Donna Bach, Cindy Wu
2:30  22 Kathleen St. – Catrina Von Radecki, Emily Chamberlain, Naomi 
         Campbell, Richard Gorrie, Wendy Agnew, Maggie Bolton, Marie 
         Zimmerman, Juliette Zimmerman, Ben Harvey
2:35  14 Kathleen St. – Lynette Segal, Eden Segal-Grossman, Isabel 
         Segal-Grossman, Mark Laver, Theresa Shelton, Diane Chapitis, Zola     
         Senitt, Kiara Williams
2:40  Chitalpa – Talia Baskin-Kesselman, Nicolas Buligan
2:45  Scots Pine – Shape Note Singers of  Southern Ontario:  Gillian Inksetter,  
         Greg Jenkins, Nicoletta Rogers, Steve Rogers, Sue Woodward – feel free to      
         join in; Shape Note singing is a participatory tradition
2:50  Austrian Pine – Doreen Muir, Donna Bach, Cindy Wu
2:55  Sugar Maple – Roy Bateman, Judy Gill, Tania Gill
3:00  45 Exhibition St. – Kelly Steadman, Kiera Watson, Ailsa Haennel, Tara  
         Robinson, Katelynn Robinson, Amber Robinson
3:05  Sugar Maple – Talia Baskin-Kesselman, Nicolas Buligan
3:10  Basswood – Allison Everett, Skylar Everett, Gale Fleming
3:15  Sugar Maple – Victoria Sorbara-Parsons, Joe Sorbara
3:20  Norway Spruce – Christine Wynen, Elena Lott
3:25  60 Kathleen St. – Janet Johnson, Catherine Bell, Lily Burpee, Rose             
         Burpee, Glenna Croft, Alex DesRochers, Elena Martin, Sophie Sharp, 
         Lynda Walters, Maryn Work
3:30  Norway Spruce – Grace Geng, Brent Rowan, Dave Clark
3:35  22 Kathleen St. – Catrina Von Radecki, Emily Chamberlain, Naomi  
         Campbell, Richard Gorrie, Wendy Agnew, Maggie Bolton, Marie 
         Zimmerman, Juliette Zimmerman, Ben Harvey
3:40  14 Kathleen St. – Lynette Segal, Eden Segal-Grossman, Isabel  
         Segal-Grossman, Mark Laver, Theresa Shelton, Diane Chapitis, 
         Zola Senitt, Kiara Williams
3:45  Norway Spruce – Roy Bateman, Judy Gill, Tania Gill
3:50  Norway Maple – Shape Note Singers of  Southern Ontario:  Gillian 
         Inksetter, Greg Jenkins, Nicoletta Rogers, Steve Rogers, Sue Woodward –    
         feel free to join in; Shape Note singing is a participatory tradition
3:55  Austrian Pine – Christine Wynen, Elena Lott
4:00  45 Exhibition St. – Kelly Steadman, Kiera Watson, Ailsa Haennel, Tara  
         Robinson, Katelynn Robinson, Amber Robinson
4:05  Sugar Maple – Diane Hurst, Nora Crete
4:10  51 Exhibition St. – Asa Webb, Katie Ewald, Bryan Webb
4:15  White Pine – Grace Geng, Brent Rowan, Dave Clark
4:20  Sugar Maple – Eden Segal-Grossman, Ben Grossman 

To be followed by a finale by the Woodshed Orchestra and friends
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By Susanna Hood and Scott Thomson

As the culmination of  our seven-week residency in Guelph in the 

autumn of  2012, The Share was a sprawling, multifaceted, site-

specific piece featuring the contributions of  dozens of  Guelph 

musicians and dancers of  different ages and experiences. On 

Saturday, 13 October  – the weekend after Thanksgiving  –  more 

than seventy participants from Guelph and farther afield, aged 

from a few months old to octogenarian, converged on Exhibition 

Park to perform as part of  the event-piece. 

With The Share, we sought to question simple binaries that 

tend to frame how people think about music and dance 

performances: professional/amateur, artistic/social, audience/

performer, composer/curator, work/play, public/private, rehearsal/

performance, and more. However, while there is certainly a 

conceptual foundation to our work, pleasure was our primary 

motivation for such questioning; we wanted to create, present, 

perform, and experience beautiful music and dance beautifully. 

For us, above all else, it was a treat to see and hear all of  the 

performances, and to be together in an artistic and social context 

that was both playfully subversive and simply fun.

The name of  the piece not only alludes to the generosity shown by 

all of  the performers who shared their songs and dances as part 

of  the large-scale composition. It also points to its dynamically 

collaborative and co-creative nature, the way that everyone 

involved  shared credit in the making and the playing of  the piece; if  

shareholders in a corporation both underpin and reap the benefits 

of  its growth, the shareholders in our project invested in a social 

and artistic ‘economy’ of  sound, movement, attention, pleasure, 

and goodwill. The dividends The Share paid, while perhaps more 

ephemeral than their corporate equivalents, are extraordinary. 

Building The Share 

When we were invited to be the Artists-in-Residence through 

the Improvisation, Community, and Social Practice (ICASP) 

project and Musagetes in early 2012, we were encouraged to 

propose kinds of  work that the residency would comprise. Scott 

brought to bear a varied professional career as a composer of  site-

specific, spatialized works in public spaces; a composer of  more 

conventional music and song; an improvising and interpretive 

trombonist; and a music educator, writer, organizer, and 

curator. Susanna is an award-winning dance artist, working as a 



choreographer and as an improvising and interpretive performer; 

an in-demand teacher; and an accomplished interpretive and 

improvising vocalist. While contemplating what kind of  large-

scale project we could assemble, it seemed like a natural choice 

to combine our strengths and experiences, to propose a piece that 

would involve dance and music in an unconventional and site-

specific context.

The new element for us with The Share was the large-scale 

involvement of  non-professional musicians and dancers. Such 

involvement felt like a good artistic challenge that would align 

our work with some of  the community-oriented goals of  ICASP 

and Musagetes. However, the project really took shape in our 

minds when we considered the potential of  intergenerational 

collaborations, seniors and young people sharing experiences 

through music and dance, across whatever differences age gaps 

generate. As our ideas coalesced into an early vision of  The Share, 

these collaborations were at its core.

We envisioned small groups of  singers – seniors and young 

people, perhaps from the same family – in which, during private 

sessions, each singer would teach a song he or she likes to the 

others. In this way, each group, which we would accompany and 

support, would develop a small repertoire of  songs to be sung 

as part of  The Share. Similar intergenerational groups would 

meet to create short dances to be accompanied by live music. 

These ten-minute performances would be presented throughout 

Exhibition Park in sequential but slightly overlapping time slots, 

with the music groups performing under specific trees in the park, 

and the dance groups performing on the porches of  houses along 

the streets that are its boundary. This structure would invite 

audience members to meander through the park to see and hear 

a little bit of  each group, to experience The Share as they please.

Of  course, theory and practice seldom align, and the recruitment 

and coordination of  the eventual participants in The Share was a 

fascinating and unpredictable process, one that put us in contact 

with hundreds of  Guelphites. Indeed, meeting strangers (non-

artists for the most part), trying to communicate our desires and 

goals, and encouraging their involvement really helped to refine 

our thinking about The Share. Our recruitment strategy was fairly 

piecemeal; the first two weeks of  our residency were dominated 

by preparation of  separate projects at the Guelph Jazz Festival, 

5-9 September (see our account of  these activities below) so, in 

essence, we had only five weeks to recruit performers. Our hunt 

took us to choir practices, seniors residences, farmers markets, 

community band practices, to speak on the radio (including on 

a show about seniors’ issues), and beyond. We corresponded with 

music instructors, grade school teachers, band directors, with 

anyone who may have an inkling of  who would like to sing and 

dance. We even canvassed parents with babies in strollers at a 

pro-breastfeeding rally downtown.

Along the way, we had enormous help from people and 

organizations with strong connections in the city. In particular, 

Brent Rowan of  the Tritone School of  Music put us in touch with 

enthusiastic and talented young musicians who contributed to 

the The Share. The Fall On Your Feet dance collective was also 

invaluable; not only did collective members either choreograph 

or facilitate the creative process for most of  The Share’s dance 



components, but they also accessed their contacts in the 

community to cast wonderful and varied participants in these 

works. And our conscientious ICASP assistant, Mari Biehn, 

constantly fed us useful suggestions about potential performers. 

As this process unfolded, we had to be resourceful in order to fill 

the roster of  musicians and dancers effectively, but we could feel 

a real consolidation of  enthusiasm and support for our work. We 

were optimistic as we started meeting with the different groups, 

learning songs and dances, and guiding our recruits through the 

intergenerational collaborations that we had envisioned. Here are 

a few examples of  these collaborations.

A timely visit to a square-dance class at the Evergreen Seniors 

Centre yielded not only several promising potential performers, 

but also contact with one dancer’s granddaughter. Christine is a 

talented, teenaged singer-songwriter who had recently performed 

her anti-bullying-themed song at a school talent show, and was 

brimming with newfound confidence in the wake of  that success. 

After confirming her desire to sing as part of  The Share, we paired 

her with an older Chinese-Canadian woman, Elena, another 

contact through Evergreen. The four of  us gathered three times 

to learn each other’s songs, with Scott providing accompaniment 

on ukulele. While Christine brought her own song, “Take a Walk 

in My Shoes,” and a well-known song by Adele, Elena brought 

a beautiful love song in Mandarin for us to learn, along with a 

Beatles song. We worked diligently on our eclectic four-song 

repertoire and, while each woman seemed a bit curious about (if  

not downright skeptical of) the other’s songs at first, the act of  

singing together opened us up, as did the laughter that ensued after 

our faltering attempts to sound the Mandarin lyrics correctly! 

A similar transformation took place when Susanna convened 

the first meeting by the would-be dance participants along with 

members of  Fall on Your Feet at Temple Studio. The twenty-

five amateur dancers in attendance ranged in age from six to 

seventy-five, and one dancer used a walker to aid mobility. To 

start, Susanna described her vision for the dances and how they 

would be made, and many were skeptical of  their ability to 

dance in public and, especially, to create a dance from scratch. 

Undeterred, Susanna guided everyone through some basic 

exercises, inviting the participants to create a sequence of  

movements – a ‘movement phrase’ – based on sentiments for 

a loved one. She then demonstrated how elements of  each phrase 

could be accented, reordered, sped up, slowed down, etc. to tailor 

the phrase to each dancer’s taste. Along the way, it dawned on 

the skeptics that, indeed, they had the tools to make a dance, 

and they grew increasingly enthusiastic about participating. 

Touchingly, the woman with the walker, Tara, invited her two 

teenaged daughters, Amber and Katelynn, to perform with her 

during The Share, the first time they had danced together.

At first glance, these meetings might be easily understood as 

rehearsals for the ‘main event’ of  The Share. However, while 

they certainly had a preparatory quality and motivation, we 

never considered them to be primarily rehearsals and, instead, as 

fundamental components of  the project. Insofar as sharing and 

collaboration were our core principles, these meetings, while in 

private, were as much a part of  The Share as the performances 

in Exhibition Park. If  a participant opted to be part of  these 

sessions only, perhaps enjoying singing or dancing in a private 

setting but intimidated by the prospect of  doing so publicly, he 



or she was no less a member of  our piece. In the end, however, 

the vast majority of  project participants took part in The Share, 

much to our delight.

 

Jenny Mitchell, a well-known Guelph musician and recent mother 

to Otis, was instrumental in recruiting and planning for our grand 

finale. Following the sequential, overlapping song and dance 

segments, we envisioned a ‘stroller dance’ parade with brass-band 

music by Dave Clark’s Woodshed Orchestra, a Toronto group 

of  which we are members. Scott had recently returned from a 

residency in Sept-Îles, Québec, where he had composed music for a 

community-based project by choreographer, Julie Lebel, featuring 

parents dancing with their children in strollers. Inspired by this 

lovely project, we sought to incorporate a version as the closing 

element of  The Share. Jenny was already a community-minded, 

artistic, and extroverted woman, and her motherhood had put 

her in contact with many other new mums. She was invaluable in 

the recruitment of  parents of  the fledgling ‘dancers’ in strollers 

who couldn’t help but be some of  The Share’s cutest participants. 

To fill out The Share’s roster, we invited professional artistic 

collaborators of  ours who are also parents, and who may like 

to perform with their kids. Katie Ewald, an accomplished 

contemporary dancer, had recently moved to Guelph from 

Montréal with her partner, singer-songwriter Bryan Webb, to 

raise Asa, who was two years old when he performed with them as 

part of  The Share. Joe Sorbara, a stalwart drummer in Toronto’s 

creative music scene and a University of  Guelph graduate student, 

played duets with his daughter, Victoria. Woodshed pianist and 

accordionist, Tania Gill, was able to invite not only her son, Roy 

Bateman, but also her mother, Judy Gill, visiting from British 

Columbia, one of  a couple of  three-generation family ensembles 

that The Share comprised.

By the time Saturday, 13 October rolled around, and after 

countless meetings, presentations, follow-up telephone calls, 

interviews, and last-minute replacements, the seventy-plus 

musicians and dancers were assembled, and we had organized 

their discrete contributions within a structure that amounts to 

the large-scale ‘composition’ of  The Share. The composition was 

notated on a printed score (designed by College of  Arts graphic 

designer, Paul Forrest) featuring a map of  Exhibition Park and a 

time index that doubled as an event program to be distributed on-

site to the audience. All of  pieces were in place, ready to be shared. 

The Improvising Audience

At first glance, the structure of  The Share looks like a small-

scale community arts festival and its ‘score’ simply looks like 

the festival program. While this is by no means an undesirable 

perception, there are nuanced elements through which we invite 

people to think of  The Share as a large-scale composition, not just 

a sequence of  (perhaps thematically related) performances. In 

this way, it fits into Scott’s series of  site-specific works for public 

and semi-public spaces that he calls ‘cartographic compositions,’ 

pieces that have been featured in the streets and public spaces 

in cities throughout Canada, as well as in notable architectural 

spaces like the National Gallery of  Canada (Moshe Safdie), the 

Art Gallery of  Ontario (Frank Gehry), and Ottawa City Hall 

(Raymond Moriyama).



The premise of  cartographic composition is that, during the 

performance, there is more music (and, often, dance) happening, 

dispersed in space, than a single audience member can see and hear, 

a controlled excess of  activity. Audience members are invited to 

choose what they want to see and hear at any point in the piece, 

and to move toward what they want to experience (and perhaps 

away from what they don’t!). Along the way, audience movement 

between components proposes simultaneous experience, at some 

distance, of  two or more musics and/or dances, a spatialized 

experience of  artistic multitude.

In fact, a distinguished Toronto composer and friend of  ours 

attended The Share specifically to experience this simultaneity, 

positioning himself  at mid-points between different performance 

elements, employing a classic ‘John Cage Happening’ listening 

ethos. We were delighted – Cage and his dance-artist-partner, 

Merce Cunningham, are huge influences – but we do not privilege 

this experience over another where audience members approach 

particular performances to enjoy and support individual 

performers. Instead, this approach is added to a list of  options 

from which each audience member can freely choose at virtually 

every point of  the piece. With the aid of  the score-program, such 

audience choices can be planned in advance, so that a particular 

attendee can effectively ‘compose’ his or her experience of  The 

Share. However, a more likely approach, which we encourage no 

less, responds in the moment to the range of  options that the 

composition proffers in order to ‘improvise’ the experience. We 

try to structure and present the composition in ways that invite a 

playful, open, mobile, and informal listening and viewing experience 

 – one that is especially inviting to families with young children. 

We are provoked by how such a structure questions concert-hall 

conventions, where audiences sit still, often in the dark, to ‘receive’ 

the presentation, relegated to a relatively passive social role, and 

perhaps subjugated to the professionals on stage. We hasten to 

add that we love concerts and theatrical shows; we attend them all 

the time – our hometown of  Montréal is teeming with excellent 

ones – and they represent some of  our most memorable artistic 

experiences both as performers and audience members. However, 

in our work over the years, we have remarked how, by structuring 

pieces in the ways we have, otherwise less-accessible performance 

become inviting to a broader constituency.

While all of  Scott’s previous cartographic pieces have featured 

professional creative musicians playing unconventional and oft-

noisy music (occasionally alongside creative dance), we felt that 

the principles translate effectively for the performances in The 

Share. Any audience member may be thwarted by the question, 

“But what if  I don’t like it?”, when considering whether to enter 

a formal concert hall; we figure that this holds true whether the 

performance is by a world-class creative music ensemble, or by an 

amateur, intergenerational, multiethnic quartet singing a folksong 

in Mandarin with ukulele accompaniment. The structure of  The 

Share (which involves, as a key part of  the premise, no admission 

charge) answers this question implicitly, playfully, and positively. 

We like to think that, by organizing the work as we did, we invited 

audience members to listen and watch with few expectations, and 

to find delight in surprising ways and at unexpected moments. 

Gauging by the audience response on 13 October, we may well 

have succeeded. 



The Share –– Saturday, 13 October, 2012

On the eve of  The Share, we were nearly forced to postpone it; the 

weather forecast predicted 90% chance of  rain for most of  the 

afternoon. Beyond our desire to present an outdoor event that 

an audience would enjoy, we worried about the comfort of  our 

performers, some of  whom, of  course, are elderly. However, we 

learned that the weather system was a weak one, and the showers 

would be light, if  they materialized at all. Things looked fairly 

promising, especially in the face of  the alternative, reorganizing 

the schedules of  more than seventy performers for the rain date. 

Decisively, we forged ahead, hoping for the best and, for the 

most part, we were rewarded; the rain held off  for almost the 

entire event. Moreover, some morning showers, prior to the event, 

had intensified the smell of  fallen leaves throughout the park, a 

wonderfully autumnal olfactory frame for The Share. 

The piece began right at 2pm beneath a big Sugar Maple right at 

the centre of  Exhibition Park with an especially participatory 

salvo: “Learn a Song and Sing Along with the Woodshed 

Orchestra.” With characteristic flair, bandleader Dave Clark 

led a sing-along on a few of  his wonderful songs. At 2:05pm, 

and at five-minute intervals to follow for more than two-and-a-

half  hours, new performances began in other spots (under trees 

and on porches) throughout the park and its bounding streets: 

In addition to the groups mentioned previously, there were 

performances by a three-generation trio, daughter Skylar, mother 

Allison, and grandmother Gale, singing songs accompanied 

by Woodshed contrabassist, Michael Herring; by a young alto 

saxophonist, Grace, playing a Sonny Rollins tune with her 

teacher, Brent Rowan, with Dave Clark’s accompaniment on 

snare drum; and by the Shape Note Singers of  Southern Ontario, 

who sing in a deeply participatory tradition in which the vocalists 

stand in a circle, facing inward, and without any notion of  

performing for an audience. The hymns they sang were sublime. 

One of  the most moving segments featured a young vocalist, 

Talia, singing Neil Young’s “Helpless” among other favourites 

and accompanied by the Woodshed’s Nicolas Buligan on 

guitar. We had met her as part of  our work with the young 

musicians from KidsAbility, a local service organization for 

young people with developmental disabilities. (See our account 

of  this project, below.) Talia has autism, which limits her 

capacity for verbal communication, but music and song activate 

something very special in her. She responded enthusiastically 

to our invitation for her to sing as part of  The Share, and 

showed considerable courage and poise performing them in so 



unadorned a context. Talia’s “Helpless” brought us to tears. 

Throughout The Share, as expected, the audience size ebbed 

and flowed as attendees passed through to see particular 

performers or en route to another weekend activity, with a 

critical mass around the midway point. We were well aware 

that the piece’s duration made attending the whole thing a 

big commitment for any audience member. Virtually all of  the 

performers, when not performing, joined in the general flow of  

movement throughout the park, doubling their roles as audience 

members and supporting their fellow performers in turn. 

By the time the last of  the tree-station performances was wrapping 

up, a saxophone duet by Eden Segal-Grossman and Mark Laver 

(substituting for Eden’s father, Ben, a late cancelation), the skies 

had opened up and a light but steady autumn rain was falling. 

Undeterred, we went ahead with the stroller-dance finale, starting 

with a choreographed parade for a half-dozen mums with their kids 

in strollers along the path that bisects the park, accompanied by the 

Woodshed Orchestra in New Orleans Second Line mode, playing 

Dave Clark’s “Swinging with my Baby.” The song is both literally 

and figuratively a swing tune, with lyrics about swinging on a swing 

set with his baby daughter, Hannah, and a melody reminiscent of  

the old jazz standard, “If  I Had You.” It set the perfect tone. 

Once the audience – smiling, but increasingly soaked – and the 

parade had converged in the clearing at the centre of  the park, 

the dancers set up to perform a feline-themed choreography by 

Susanna to the tune of  “Big Dani’s Dance Party” as a fun and 

playful finale. (Dani is Dave’s cat, and the song lyrics are exclusively 

‘meows.’) Susanna darted through both the performers and 

audience with an improvised cat-dance to everyone’s, especially 

the kids’, delight.



We discovered a surprising and heart-warming element of  The 

Share only in the aftermath, while tearing down and cleaning up. 

Leading up to 13 October, we had met with the residents in the 

houses hosting the porch-dance elements of  the performance. One 

of  these couples, Justine and Rob Dainard, relative newcomers to 

the neighbourhood, had gone out of  their way to help us. They 

had kindly offered their garage as a place where performers could 

relax, take refreshment, and store equipment. However, given the 

uncertain weather and cool temperature, Justine and Rob took the 

initiative to invite everyone into their home instead. We were so 

occupied with convening and performing in The Share, we had no 

way to know that the Danairds, with graciousness and warmth, had 

hosted literally dozens of  strangers, some of  whom had rehearsed 

their songs in their living room in front of  their fireplace. Their 

generosity – simply, their willingness to share – embodies the 

spirit of  the project every bit as much as the music and the dance. 

We remain grateful for and deeply touched by the contributions 

of  every single person involved in The Share. Professional or 

amateur, infant or octogenarian, performer or audience member, 

singer or dancer, every role was filled ably and beautifully, and 

complemented others to create the full scope of  this unique event.

Susanna Hood and Scott Thomson at the Guelph Jazz Festival

While The Share was unquestionably the cornerstone of  our 

residency, it was by no means the only project that we undertook 

during our seven-week sojourn. All told, our work in Guelph put us 

in contact with literally hundreds of  Guelphites from many walks 

of  life, and allowed us to forge new artistic collaborations and 

friendships. Here are a few of  these other activities, starting with 

those that were part of  the Guelph Jazz Festival, 5-9 September, 

2012.



The KidsAbility Parade Band

Like our friends and colleagues visiting Guelph in previous years  

– including Friendly Rich Marsella, Nicolas Caloia, Ellwood 

Epps, and previous Artist-in-Residence, Jane Bunnett – we were 

invited to work with the young musicians from KidsAbility, a 

service organization in Guelph’s West End Community Centre that 

supports young people with developmental disabilities. Typically, 

such projects have involved private workshops that would lead to 

a public performance as part of  ‘Jazz Tent’ programming during 

the Festival. Scott had heard a couple of  these performances 

in the past, and had found them to be inspiring and moving. 

However, in an early planning meeting with Ajay Heble, ICASP 

Director and Guelph Jazz Festival Artistic Director, Scott mused 

about another kind of  event, perhaps involving music and dance 

in a park or another natural setting. Ajay liked the idea, but 

noted that, given the history of  the KidsAbility partnership, the 

musicians may expect a tent show and be let down were it not 

to materialize. On a whim – and no doubt upping the ante! –  

Scott asked provocatively, “Then why don’t they perform at the 

River Run Centre?”

From there, we hatched the plan that KidsAbility would parade 

into the River Run Centre, the principal performing arts centre in 

Guelph, accompanied by an ad hoc brass band of  our friends and 

colleagues, as a prelude to the marquee event during the Festival, 

a solo show by legendary South African composer and pianist, 

Abdullah Ibrahim. During the workshops, the musicians would 

be invited to learn an Ibrahim tune, the stately, gospel-hued, 

“Whoza Mtwana,” and prepare for a parade that would start 

on the sidewalk and lead them into the River Run Centre and 

onto the main stage in front of  hundreds of  audience members. 

We had never worked with young artists with disabilities –  

primarily autism or Down syndrome – but we were confident 

that our daring plan could work, especially after we met with 

some KidsAbility support workers who responded positively to 

the idea.

Upon our arrival in Guelph, two weeks prior to the Festival 

performance, we commenced our workshops, introduced ourselves 

to James, Katy, Talia, J.D., Kyle, and Matt, and got to know 

them through music-making and dance. It was a lot of  fun and, 

for us, a steep learning curve, as each participant brought his or 

her individual strengths, desires, and challenges to our sessions 

together. While we started to wonder if  our audacious plan would 

actually succeed, we looked at the sessions as much as possible as 

events in themselves, not as merely rehearsals for the parade, and 

enjoyed them on their own terms. Along the way we were helped 

enormously by volunteers, Karen Calzonetti and Rob Jackson, 

and KidsAbility employee, Heather Granger, all of  whom know 

the participants personally and had much more experience than 

we did. Along with the musicians’ incredibly supportive families 

and ICASP staff  members, Mari Biehn and Rachel Shoup, Karen, 

Rob and Heather made our project vastly simpler, smoothing 

over challenges that, due to our lack of  experience, we could not 

have anticipated.

Our preparation for the parade really took stride when we invited 

Guelph tuba player, Colin Couch, to our last two sessions. With 

Colin’s calm, genial demeanour and wonderful musicianship 



as supportive elements, we started to play “Whoza Mtwana” 

while parading through the Community Centre parking lot and 

hallways. The music was great, and everyone was having fun 

and brimming with nervous excitement. The KidsAbility Parade 

Band was ready for its big show on Saturday, 8 September at the 

River Run Centre.

Backstage, the KidsAbility musicians met the others who would 

accompany them, Woodshed Orchestra members, Dave Clark 

(snare drum), Rebecca Hennessy (trumpet), Nicolas Buligan 

(trumpet), Karen Ng (alto saxophone), plus Joe Sorbara (bass 

drum) and Colin (tuba), and we had a quick run-through on the 

Ibrahim tune before setting up outside – a gorgeous, bright, 

early autumn evening – for the parade. Naturally, as soon as 

we started playing, an audience gathered around us, big smiles 

lighting their faces. The KidsAbility musicians played percussion 

instruments and sang with great energy and poise. (Kyle, quite 

a good flautist, played his flute throughout.) As we paraded into 

the large River Run Centre lobby, we met a throng of  concert 

attendees waiting in anticipation. The feeling of  joy and support 

for our little band was overwhelming and, as we streamed from 

the lobby into the main hall, down the aisle, and up onto the 

stage, we could feel the musicians’ confidence surging.

Onstage, we played the joyful chorus of  “Whoza Mtwana” a 

few more times, as Susanna led the young musicians through a 

choreography with colourful ribbons, like a rhythmic gymnastics 

routine. Katy, who in particular had doubted whether she could 

take part in the parade, was resplendent as she spun gleefully 

in the bright on-stage lighting. The deep pleasure of  playing 

together was matched by the massive ovation from the audience. 

Though they were there to hear a master musician, Abdullah 

Ibrahim, they got, as no small bonus, a courageous and spirited 

performance by a troupe of  excellent young musicians. What an 

honour it was to work with them!

The brilliant success of  the River Run parade and the rapport 

we had developed with the musicians provoked us to extend the 

sessions with KidsAbility later into September. While some of  the 

young musicians declined, we continued to meet with Katy and 

Talia, and shared some very intimate musical moments singing 

and playing together, just the four of  us. After the grandeur of  

our River Run performance, it was gratifying simply to make 

music together, to play for our own pleasure with no audience in 

sight.

The Guelph Jazz Workshop

University of  Guelph postdoctoral student, Mark Laver, a friend 

and colleague of  Scott’s from our days in Toronto, conceived 

The Guelph Jazz Workshop and organized it around the dates 

of  ICASP’s Summer Institute, which coincided with the first 

two weeks of  our residency. Citing educational models from the 

history of  jazz and creative music, Mark sought to create an 

environment where a number of  practicing creative musicians 

would be faculty for an ensemble of  professionals and amateurs 

from different musical backgrounds. We gladly accepted Mark’s 

invitation to be faculty members, along with Joe Sorbara, Brent 

Rowan, and Mark himself, for an ensemble comprising high school 

students, university students, and some visiting musician-scholars 

 



in Guelph for the Summer Institute.

Given our work with unconventional and site-specific music and 

dance projects, we led sessions on playing in and with space, 

and invited the dozen or so Workshop participants to think of  

music and performance apart from typical stage-and-audience 

conventions. As an outcome of  the Workshop, the ensemble played 

at the Carden Street Jazz Tent during the Festival in the afternoon 

of  8 September, performing a program of  pieces developed under 

the faculty members’ guidance. For our segment, Scott composed 

a brand-new, site-specific, spatialized piece, “Existing Buildings,” 

which featured the musicians dispersed throughout Market 

Square and eventually converging on-stage.

 

Unfortunately, rain not only delayed our performance, but 

also forced the tech crew to relocate the stage under a roof-

like structure as part of  the adjacent City Hall. This logistical 

manoeuvre rendered the score for “Existing Buildings” fairly 

useless, but some quick verbal instructions to the very open-

minded and flexible performers salvaged an improvised facsimile 

of  the piece. Regardless, it was a great pleasure to work with both 

our fellow faculty members and the workshop participants.

John Cage Musicircus

As part of  the Jazz Festival’s night-long Nuit Blanche 

programming, Darren Copeland and Ben Grossman curated a 

‘Musicircus’ of  John Cage-theme performances at the Macdonald 

Stewart Art Centre to celebrate the Cage centenary, and invited 

us to submit proposals for possible programming. Susanna and 

Guelph dance artist, Lynette Segal, acknowledging Cage’s long 

partnership with Merce Cunningham, conceived a performance 

called “Untitled Event 2012,” which refers directly to the first 

Cage-Cunningham ‘Happening’ at Black Mountain College 

in 1952. Local visual artist, Barb Bryce, contributed a Robert 

Rauschenberg-inspired stage design. Among other Cagean 

elements, “Untitled Event 2012” featured both professional 

dancers, Lynette and Robert Kingsbury, as well as amateur 

dancers performing short phrases of  Cunningham choreography 

gleaned from YouTube, and selected and assigned based on chance 

operations. Meanwhile, in the centre of  the room, our friend and 

colleague, Toronto vocalist, Christine Duncan, performed Cage’s 

wonderful “Lecture on Nothing” from atop a stepladder –  

definitely a Happening!   

Later on, Scott led a trio of  trombonists with Toronto colleagues, 

Doug Tielli and Heather Segger, to play three simultaneous, 

spatialized versions of  Cage’s “Solo for Sliding Trombone” a 

gloriously spare and unpredictable piece that is part of  his 

massive, primarily graphic score, Concert for Piano and Orchestra 

(1957-58). Like many of  the Musicircus events scheduled for 

the remote, early-morning hours, the 6 am performance was 

sparsely attended, but those who came heard three very sonorous 

trombones in an aptly resonant gallery space.

Basso Continuum

Susanna has long been a practitioner of  Continuum Movement, 

an improvisatory somatic practice that, while it informs her 

performance-based work in various ways, is not typically employed 

in performance. It involves many subtle, sometimes practically 

imperceptible movements and soundings that unfold throughout 



a meditative ‘dive,’ with the practitioner focusing intensely on 

internal, physical impulses and flows of  energy. Scott had seen 

many of  Susanna’s Continuum dives up close and conceived an 

uncommon performance, “Basso Continuum,” that was tailor-

made for what he calls the ‘nether hours’ of  Nuit Blanche-type 

events, the period around 4am when fatigue and overstimulation 

seem to alter people’s consciousness, and when a meditative event 

is especially appreciated.

In a darkened Temple Studio, Toronto contrabassist and friend 

of  ours, Rob Clutton played a soft and gently transforming duet 

with a video image projected on the wall. On the floor of  the 

corridor next to the studio, Susanna was engaged in a Continuum 

dive that Guelph artist, Nick Loess, was capturing on a video that 

was projected in the studio. Nick’s video focused on many tiny 

movements that Susanna was making, some too small to be seen 

without his intense close-up, and Rob responded with trademark 

sensitivity. The audience curled up on mats on the floor, transfixed 

by the combination of  this captivating performance and sheer 

fatigue.

Riveradiant

While not technically one of  Scott’s ‘cartographic compositions,’ 

Riveradiant is a related, site-specific piece that he conceived and 

composed for the first Guelph Jazz Festival Nuit Blanche event in 

2010. Initially, he had been invited by Ajay Heble to present a new 

performance of  Acoustic Orienteering (Guelph), a piece for fifteen 

improvising musicians dispersed and moving separately through 

the streets of  downtown Guelph. Scott opted to write a new 

piece for a different outdoor space in Guelph since the downtown 

would be overrun by partying students at the beginning of  the 

University semester, too noisy an environment for the music he 

would prepare. Instead, he envisioned Riveradiant for the Toronto-

based Radiant Brass Ensemble on the banks of  the Speed River 

in Royal City Park, late at night.

Eight brass players were spaced along the south bank of  the river, 

playing quiet held tones across the surface of  the water to the 

audience on the north bank. Each player was accompanied by a 

volunteer operating a light with various lighting gels to change 

its colour. With each held tone, a corresponding coloured light 

would shimmer brilliantly across the surface of  the river in 

concert with each tone. (Scott corresponded tones with colours 

based on research into the harmonic theories of  Pythagoras and 

Isaac Newton.) Riveradiant, a gentle and suitably nocturnal 

experience, was performed during the 2010, 2011, and 2012 Nuit 

Blanche events, the last one featuring Doug Tielli (trombone), 

Heather Segger (trombone), Tom Richards (trombone), Nicole 

Rampersaud (trumpet), Rebecca Hennessy (trumpet), Woody 

Epps (trumpet), Lina Allemano (trumpet), as well as Scott on 

trombone.

Scott Interviews Fred Frith

As part of   the Jazz Festival Colloquium, an academic event involving

panels, workshops, keynote talks, and performances, Scott was invited to 

interview Fred Frith on the colloquium theme of  Improvisation 

and Pedagogy. Frith, an exceptional guitarist and composer from 

England and based in California, where he teaches at Mills College, 



spoke with characteristic directness and insight about his work 

as an artist and teacher, both within and outside universities. 

Though he and Scott joked backstage prior to the event about 

the logic of  inviting two working musicians to speak coherently 

at nine in the morning, Fred was articulate, incisive, and generous 

with his responses not only to Scott’s questions but also to those 

from the large and attentive audience.

Susanna Hood and Scott Thomson – Other Residency Events and Projects

Most of  our work as Artists-in-Residence was directed toward 

The Share and to our contributions to the Jazz Festival, but 

we undertook other, unrelated projects and activities as well, 

which put us further in contact with many Guelph residents and 

coloured our sojourn in the city.

Fall On Your Feet Dance Collective

Susanna is an accomplished and in-demand teacher in a range 

of  creative and professional dance practices. Extending her 

connection with the Fall On Your Feet dance collective that 

started with The Share, she led five workshops based on Open 

Source Forms, a technique in which Susanna is certified, with the 

collective’s membership on Tuesday mornings throughout the 

residency. These workshops focused primarily on the integration 

of  vocal and dance improvisation, a discipline for which Susanna 

is renowned throughout Canada. Furthermore, they prepared for 

the site-specific event on 22 September at the Guelph Farmers 

Market and Market Square, described below.

In addition to working with Fall On Your Feet, Susanna taught 

two classes for the teenaged students of  Guelph Youth Dance 

Program. Fall On Your Feet members, Catrina von Radecki and 

Janet Johnson, administer the Program, and took advantage of  

Susanna’s presence in town by convening these workshops.

Farmers Market & Market Square Parade

In an effort to promote The Share, both to attract attendance 

and recruit potential performers, we conceived and executed a 

special event on Saturday, 22 September. It featured the Fall On 

Your Feet collective and the Woodshed Orchestra, artists who, 

of  course, were deeply involved in The Share. At 11:45am, in the 

outdoor section of  the Farmers Market, a place teeming with life 

and activity, individual members of  the Orchestra, starting with 

Dave Clark and his snare drum, started playing funky brass-band 

music, flash-mob style. In quick succession, tuba, bass drum, and 

other horns joined in. Meanwhile, single members of  Fall On Your 

Feet entered seamlessly into the fray to perform a choreography 

that they had worked out with Susanna during their workshops. 

The delighted crowd of  Market shoppers cleared space for the 

short performance, and erupted with applause at the end of  the 

first tune and its choreography. After announcing The Share, while 

ICASP volunteers distributed promotional flyers, we paraded 

out of  the Market and along Wilson Street to Market Square, in 

front of  City Hall, with the audience following along. There, we 

had organized a simple, participatory dance-and-music game, 

inviting children and their parents to join us in the fun. The event 

was quite short, but succeeded mightily on the twinned fronts of  



publicizing The Share and having a good time.

Morning Music

Guelph musicians, Daniel Fischlin and Ben Grossman, were 

invaluable colleagues during our residency, offering their advice, 

support, and friendship. Based on one of  Scott’s past projects 

in Toronto, Daniel and Ben instigated Morning Music, a weekly 

improvised music session at Ben’s studio, Silence, every Wednesday 

morning. While Scott was based in Toronto, he ran Somewhere 

There, a music venue dedicated to informal creative music that 

hosted concerts most nights from 2007 to 2010. Starting in 2009, 

Scott convened Somewhere There’s Morning Music sessions, 

which took place at 7:55 every Friday morning (so as not to be 

confused with the 8pm evening concerts in listings and publicity) 

along with playing partners and fellow early birds, John Oswald 

and Germaine ‘The Glue’ Liu. The premise of  Morning Music is 

that music might be different (and possibly better?) when played 

in the morning. Moreover, both musicians and audience members 

were invited to bring breakfast foods to share –– Scott provided 

the coffee –– so that, after the music, the assembly could enjoy a 

leisurely conversation over breakfast. In essence, Morning Music 

attended to and expanded the social life of  the music by changing 

its context.

Daniel and Ben understood these ideas implicitly, and were keen to 

put them into practice in Guelph, using our presence as a catalyst. 

We were able to attend the first six Morning Music sessions, which 

featured exciting music, Ben’s excellent coffee, and Daniel’s warm 

brioche. Several other musicians joined us, including guitarist 

Michael Kosir and bassist David Lee, contributing delightfully 

both musically and socially, if  such a distinction is to be made.

Since our residency, when Silence was a small, private studio, Ben 

and Daniel have expanded its purview, and it is now a key venue for 

informal creative music in Southern Ontario, hosting diverse and 

regular shows, workshops, and other artistic endeavours. They 

continue to do wonderful work there and, though we haven’t been 

back to participate, we understand that Morning Music sessions 

have continued ever since. This is principally a testament to Ben 

and Daniel’s immense dedication to informal music-making, but 

we also consider it to be a residue of  our time in Guelph and the 

delights of  playing and hanging out together those mornings. 

The Rent

As a ‘readymade’ element to our residency, we were invited to play 

the University’s ‘Thursday at Noon’ series on campus. An obvious 

choice was to present The Rent, a Toronto-based quintet under 

Scott’s direction, featuring Susanna as a singer and dancer. The 

group was founded in 2008, when we were still based in Toronto, 

to research and perform repertoire by American composer and 

saxophonist, Steve Lacy. Throughout his long career, Lacy 

created an enormous book of  compositions, including many songs 

that set poetry by distinguished authors, and our Thursday at 

Noon show included songs with texts by Blaise Cendrars, Gregory 

Corso, Blaga Dimitrova, Lao-Tzu, and from the ancient folio of  

Japanese poems, the Man’yoshu. In addition to the Lacy songs, 

The Rent played a few of  Scott’s songs in a related style based 

on poems by Canadian poet, P.K. Page. Along with our regular 

rhythm section, drummer Nick Fraser and bassist Wes Neal, 



the group featured guitarist, Ken Aldcroft, who subbed ably 

for our regular saxophonist, Kyle Brenders. Ken is a long-time 

collaborator of  Scott’s and a member of  SOFAM’s Applied Music 

faculty, and while replacing a saxophone with a guitar may seem 

like a stretch, Ken’s playing was a tremendous (and tremendously 

different) addition to The Rent’s sound.

ICASP Reading Group

On 28 September, Scott gave a presentation as part of  the ICASP 

Reading Group series at the Guelph Public Library, hosted by Mark 

Laver. As a theoretical basis by which to consider his cartographic 

compositions, Scott discussed a chapter from Thomas Turino’s 

Music as Social Life, which examines the social organization and 

conventions of  various participatory and presentational music 

contexts. In particular, he used Turino’s text to explore how his 

works challenge such conventions in the roles of  both performers 

and audience members. He showed video segments from Acoustic 

Orienteering (Guelph) and AGOrienteering, and discussed some of  

his goals for and concepts that underpin this work. Scott outlined 

some of  his thoughts about the ‘improvising audience,’ as 

described above vis-à-vis The Share. The audience for the session 

was small but appreciative.

University of  Guelph Creative Music Ensemble

Scott has worked for many years with Toronto drummer, 

composer, educator, and curator, Joe Sorbara (cf. The Share). 

They play in numerous Toronto-based ensembles together and 

were co-founders, in 2004, of  the Association of  Improvising 

Musicians Toronto (AIMToronto), an organization through 

which they convened projects that brought Anthony Braxton, 

William Parker, Lori Freedman, Evan Parker, Jean Derome, and 

many more high-profile improvising musicians to Toronto work 

with local players. It was a natural choice for Joe, director of  the 

University of  Guelph Creative Music Ensemble (CME), to invite 

Scott to work as guest leader for a session with the Ensemble. 

While schedule conflicts prevented Scott from doing so during 

the main, seven-week residency period, he was able to attend 

in late November, when we returned to Guelph for follow-up 

administrative meetings to do with the residency.

 

Scott employed group-leading techniques that he had learned in his 

studies with British percussionist and author, Eddie Prévost, best known 

for his founding membership in AMM, one of  the first and certainly the 

most long-standing (since 1965) collective improvisation ensembles. His 

techniques prioritize heuristic investigation of  the physical material 

of  players’ instruments which, coupled with close listening, provoke 

musicians to move from sounds and techniques they already know 

and toward those they newly discover –– in Eddie’s view, a literally 

experimental approach. In Scott’s experience, for students accustomed to 

more structured approaches to improvisation pedagogy –– game pieces, 

verbal-instruction pieces, graphic scores, etc. –– Eddie’s rather purist 

approach can be a bit alienating at first. It’s surely a testament both to 

Joe’s excellent leadership and to the maturity of  the students that, in 

this case, the musicians responded with enthusiasm, rigour, and, above 

all, creativity. Though Eddie’s approach attends to process more than 

to outcome, an engaged group of  musicians, no matter its composition, 

will often produce beautiful music through its methods, and the CME’s 

music that evening was an especially satisfying example.



Happy Hour

Despite our widespread and diverse social and artistic contact 

with so many Guelphites during our residency, we came to realize 

that almost all of  this contact was in the context, for us, of  

‘work.’ We sought a situation where we could hang out leisurely 

with at least some of  these acquaintances. ‘Happy Hour’ was our 

solution. We spread the word that we would be ‘in residence’ in 

the west room of  the Woolwich Arms Pub every weekday, 5:30-

6:30pm, and anybody was welcome to join us for conversation 

and libation. In addition to providing a forum in which to meet 

people, it also signalled a definitive end to our workday, no small 

benefit to two artists with workaholic tendencies! And if  nobody 

were to show up on a given day, we would read the newspaper or 

a book amid the late-afternoon, autumn light that would stream 

through the windows, nursing a pint –– not bad at all!

While we were keen to hang out with anyone who came to Happy 

Hour, we envisioned, in particular, a situation where we could 

meet with members of  the ICASP research team, graduate 

students whom we had yet to met and whose work might be 

of  interest – a chance to talk socially and informally about 

improvisation, music, dance, art, life, politics, whatever. In the 

end, the majority of  our Happy Hour ‘collaborators’ came from 

other fields and different walks of  life, and they were surely just 

as interesting. For instance, we have fond memories of  gatherings, 

on various occasions and in different combinations, with Mike 

Coburn, Ron Gaskin, David Lee, Shawn van Sluys, Alissa Firth-

Eagland, Michael Kosir, Mark Miller, and Greg Denton, and our 

conversations with them represent some of  the most enjoyable 

and stimulating improvisations of  our entire tenure.

Guelph Shares Itself

Thinking back, though Artists-in-Residence may be expected to 

consider the art they produced, our time in Guelph is defined as 

much by social connections and collaborations. Though a project 

like The Share is, on the surface, an artistic event, it is the myriad 

social links –– both around and through the nominally artistic 

practices of  dance and music –– that make it special for us. In 

this way, despite our active contributions, the residue of  our 

residency, the thing that sticks out, is the way that Guelph shared 

itself  with us. This generous process extended through our work 

(and play) with so many individuals, groups (both small and 

large), organizations, institutions, and with a gestalt feeling, the 

sum total of  the feedback –– both tangible and ephemeral –– that 

one gets from a community-at-large when work is made public.

We are honoured to have been able to work in Guelph and with 

such a large cross-section of  its people. Moreover, we are delighted 

by how working in Guelph has changed us, how we now choose 

to work, and with whom. So many people shared so much of  

themselves, both socially and creatively, and we simply did what 

we could to reciprocate. While some of  our ideas, concepts, and 

solutions may happen to have been creative or imaginative, it is 

this reciprocal condition –– one that we would wish for the good 

health of  any relationship –– that underpins and defines our 

project. With the perspective that time and distance have afforded 

us, perhaps the only thing left to share, then, is our gratitude.
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